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assessment in science-engineering education
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ABSTRACT
When instructors assess students’ laboratory reports to appraise the 
underlying scientific reasoning, they disclose their own concerns, epis-
temological assumptions and beliefs about science. The analysis of such 
assessments (i.e. rubric-centred scores and corresponding justificatory 
comments) offer a wealth of insights that can be re-engaged in further 
improvements of the assessment tool and procedure, and in develop-
ments in formative assessment more generally. Such insights include 
concerns exceeding the rubric’s descriptions (about meaningfulness, 
exhaustiveness, implicitness, connectivity, true inquiry, relevance), while 
differences among assessors are exposed (regarding epistemic values, 
approaches to scoring, sensitivity). This contribution is part of a broader 
effort to promote students’ conducive scientific thinking and deep-learning 
in science and engineering education. It addresses the question(s): what 
does the assessors’ reasoning tell us about the ways in which formative 
assessment is conducted, and could ideally be? The empirical investiga-
tion connects to existing knowledge, and discusses issues of represen-
tativeness and granularity in formative assessment. The paper elaborates 
on the design and use of the assessment tool, and presents evidence 
supporting context-bound recommendations and general conclusions. 
It is proposed that developments in formative assessment will benefit 
from reconceptualisation of assessment criteria, as the result of a 
co-design activity that engages with the assessors’ epistemological 
concerns.

Introduction

Research on formative assessment has shown that ‘explicit’ assessment criteria can be beneficial 
for students in various ways, while there is a risk that sharing detailed assessment criteria with 
the students may inhibit their learning (Andrade 2019). There seems to be controversy about 
making assessment criteria explicit (e.g. in the form of rubrics) and sharing them with the 
students, because it is not fully understood under which circumstances this practice is productive 
or not (Reddy and Andrade 2010). While some instructional designers and instructors are reluc-
tant to use rubrics, others think that rubrics are the solution to all problems and, mistakenly, 
tend to use them as a pedagogical tool (Panadero and Jonsson 2013, 2020). It has been 
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proposed that the challenges posed by the use of rubrics relate to the difficulties, or even 
impossibility, in making assessment criteria fully explicit. Although rubrics aim to be transparent, 
they remain opaque to a great extent (Bearman and Ajjawi 2021) due to, allegedly, issues of 
representativeness and granularity. Such challenges appear even greater when the assessment 
regards not only students’ mastery of content knowledge but also their reasoning skills.

When assessing students’ scientific reasoning, assessment tools such as rubrics do not seem 
to fully capture the many criteria and issues that the assessors are concerned with. The grade 
resulting from the evaluative use of the rubrics will inevitably be informed by the assessors’ 
preferences, styles and assumptions. When it comes to the formative use of the rubrics (e.g. 
for diagnosis and feedback), it can be expected that the resulting guidance offered by the 
instructors to the students responds just as much to the true students’ needs, and to the 
assessors’ epistemological perspective on such students’ needs. These problems connect to the 
representativeness and granularity issues, and it appears that they cannot be straightforwardly 
resolved. Rather than trying to discover a quick-win, or to dissolve the problem through rhe-
torical manoeuvres, it seems more fruitful to embrace the assessors’ epistemological concerns 
as they surface. This means to find some way to capitalise on the assessors’ reasoning, which 
is informed by their epistemological beliefs, assumptions and concerns. To guide this endeavour, 
we raise the following (double) research question: what does the assessors’ reasoning tell us 
about the ways in which formative assessment is conducted, and could ideally be?

To address this research question, we studied the assessors’ reasoning at play during the evalu-
ation of students’ process and output of learning in a learning environment that is largely 
inquiry-based. More specifically, we conducted an investigation in the context of science and engi-
neering education. This work is part of a broader research effort (Orozco, Boon, and Susarrey Arce 
2022b) to promote students’ conducive ways of scientific thinking—including conceptual modelling 
skill (Boon and Knuuttila 2009; Knuuttila and Boon 2011)—and deep-learning (Marton and Säljö 1997).

In brief, the present work concerns reasoning during assessment, and its implications for 
sustained developments in formative assessment. It connects to existing knowledge on formative 
assessment (Reddy and Andrade 2010; Panadero and Jonsson 2013, 2020; Ragupathi and Lee 
2020), and engages in current debates on the use of rubrics (Bearman and Ajjawi 2021). Our 
work is informed by this body of literature and, concurrently, aims to contribute to it by broad-
ening our problem formulation to encompass the representativeness and granularity issues.

This paper briefly introduces prior knowledge of the use of rubrics for (formative) assessment, 
and the topic of epistemological beliefs. It further contextualises our study, while elaborating 
on the process of co-design of the assessment tool (including the work on assessment literacy 
for the involved teachers) and the assessment procedure (including the training of the assessors). 
On this basis, we explain our analytical steps and present our extended empirical findings. The 
paper discusses implications for educational research (e.g. contribution to ongoing discussions 
on the formative use of rubrics) and practice (including both context-bounded and generalised 
recommendations for further developments in formative assessment).

Theoretical framework

The use of rubrics for formative assessment

Student-centred education focuses on learning as a process and demands progressive means 
of assessment. It is commonly accepted that students’ sustained advancement is possible only 
when they understand what constitutes excellent/poor performance, and receive timely and 
qualitative feedback about the quality of their work. Increasing interest and empirical research 
(Reddy and Andrade 2010; Tai et  al. 2018; Pastore and Andrade 2019; Andrade 2019; Lui and 
Andrade 2022) on formative assessment has advanced the use of rubrics in higher education, 
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as they give students a better idea on what is assessed, on what criteria grades are based and 
what standards are expected (Ragupathi and Lee 2020).

A rubric is an assessment tool that operationalises learning objectives into criteria (or ‘per-
formance indicators’) for student work, while articulating the levels of mastery for each criterion 
(in terms of the skills and knowledge that students are expected to employ at each level). 
Another feature of rubrics is a scoring strategy, i.e. a rating scale to interpret the assessors’ 
judgments (Ragupathi and Lee 2020).

The preceding characterisation of rubrics presupposes that it is feasible to make performance 
criteria explicit, and that sharing detailed criteria with students is beneficial per se. While the 
practice of sharing such detailed criteria is often promoted (e.g. to enhance transparency and 
students’ use of self-regulated learning strategies), it is not adequately understood under which 
circumstances this practice is actually conducive for student learning, or whether it may restrain 
learning by limiting students’ autonomy and creativity (Reddy and Andrade 2010).

‘Transparency’ is often invoked to describe appropriate assessment criteria in higher education 
(Bearman and Ajjawi 2021). However, in an attempt to create and ensure transparency, rubrics 
are commonly taken as fair representations of the requirements for associated assessment tasks, 
thus fuelling the illusion that everything can, and should, be explicated (Bearman and Ajjawi 
2021). In problematising assessment standards in higher education, it has been argued that a 
standard is best conceived as a dynamic and emergent performance that is enacted by the 
students, rather than as a truthful and static representation of performance (Ajjawi and Bearman 
2018). This issue of representativeness connects to the issue of ‘granularity’. The latter refers to 
the impossibility to achieve an ever finer grained account of expected performance. Making 
‘learning’ or ‘performance’ explicit (formulating learning outcomes, performance indicators or 
rubrics) is necessarily a reductionist enterprise, as ‘we simply cannot represent and codify the 
world in all its complexities in our accounts’ (Säljö 2009, 204). As Säljö argues, there are several 
intellectual platforms (e.g. the social, the communicative and the biological) to conceive and 
describe reasoning and performance during a learning task. Any of those platforms/perspectives 
can be legitimately taken as foundational, and the descriptions of performance they generate 
are not reducible to each other. There is a critical conceptual distinction between ‘learning’ and 
‘performance’ and, too often, measures of performance are an unreliable index of whether the 
learning has taken place (Soderstrom and Bjork 2015).

Although the transparency metaphor may be useful in some senses, it also has limitations 
that result in rubrics being treated as mere recipes, thus becoming instrumental, rather than 
supporting learning. The ‘invitation metaphor’ (Bearman and Ajjawi 2021) suggests a different 
way of conceptualising assessment criteria, by which a rubric is designed as an invitation to 
activity. This new perspective proposes a design of rubrics that conveys teachers’ intentions, 
while encouraging students to develop their own ways of working and learning. It is in this 
sense that assessment criteria could be reconceptualised ‘as enacted rather than represented’ 
(Bearman and Ajjawi 2021, 360).

Epistemological beliefs and beliefs about the nature of science

epistemological beliefs, often referred to as ‘personal epistemology’, concern people’s assump-
tions about the nature and origins of knowledge (Hofer and Pintrich 2012). Several related 
terms are used in this regard, including epistemic beliefs (e.g. specific beliefs about the nature 
of knowledge and knowing), personal epistemology (e.g. a system of epistemic beliefs) and 
epistemic cognition (e.g. mental processes associated with knowledge) (Barger et  al. 2016). Our 
work focuses on the cognitive-psychological aspects of epistemological beliefs (Hofer and Pintrich 
1997, 2012; Bromme, Pieschl, and Stahl 2010; Schommer-Aikins et  al. 2000), as we are interested 
in students’ and instructors’ assumptions of, e.g. the stability of knowledge, how knowledge is 
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generated, what is new knowledge, as well as their arguments to invoke knowledge validity. 
Concurrently, we are interested in the implications of such sets of assumptions for students’ 
learning and development.

Prior research has addressed questions of how epistemological beliefs relate to learning 
strategies (Muis, Bendixen, and Haerle 2006), to learning outcomes (Schommer 1993), to moti-
vation (Barger et  al. 2016) and to metacognition (Bromme, Pieschl, and Stahl 2010). Based on 
their empirical findings, greene, Cartiff, and duke (2018) argue that epistemic cognition (mea-
sured predominantly in terms of epistemological beliefs, as the ways in which people construct, 
justify and use knowledge) is an essential predictor of critical thinking and scientific literacy, 
among other learning outcomes. Based on empirical studies on university students’ profiles 
(Lonka, Ketonen, and vermunt 2021), it has been proposed that the epistemological beliefs 
students hold have consequences both for their studying practices and for their success in 
higher education. epistemic beliefs have been identified as both domain-specific and 
domain-general (Muis, Bendixen, and Haerle 2006).

Beliefs about the ‘nature of science’ are a particular case within one’s broader personal epis-
temology; these have received much attention in science and engineering education. Several 
studies document students’ and teachers’ significant misconceptions concerning the nature of 
science, while the evidence also suggests that understanding of the nature of science assists 
students in learning science content (McComas, Clough, and Almazroa 2002). For example, 
Songer and Linn (1991) found that students with dynamic views of science (i.e. seeing scientific 
knowledge as tentative) acquired a more integrated understanding than those with static views 
(i.e. seeing science as a group of facts). Several major issues related to the nature of science 
(i.e. the so-called ‘myths of science’) have been identified as most problematic in the experience 
of many science educators. McComas (2002) elaborates on these myths along with a call for 
science instruction to rethink its goals, for the focus to be on the nature of science itself rather 
than on facts and principles alone.

The context

This study is embedded in science and engineering education, in the field of chemical science 
engineering. In such context, future professionals are expected to develop research skills as much 
as engineering skills, while reasoning (or ‘thinking skills’) takes a central place in the curriculum. 
A new course was designed aiming to promote students’ deep-learning of disciplinary knowledge, 
along with conducive ways of scientific thinking—in terms of a conceptual modelling skill that 
potentially enables drawing connections between physical phenomena and the theoretical con-
cepts representing them (Knuuttila and Boon 2011). This course relied on inquiry-based learning 
principles, and approached the teaching of thinking in an explicit and content-related fashion 
(Orozco, Boon, and Susarrey Arce 2022a). It consisted of five practicums focussing on distinctive, 
yet often interrelated, electrochemical phenomena (e.g. redox reactions, ion diffusion, acid-base 
equilibrium). The students worked in groups of three on the preparatory work, the laboratory 
experience and the reflective work. In the preparatory work, they built an initial conceptual 
model of the phenomenon, formulated research questions and (ideally) designed an appropriate 
experiment that would allow them to answer their question. during the laboratory experience 
they run their experiments, made observations, collected relevant data and (ideally) performed 
on-the-spot preliminary analyses and interpretations. As part of their reflective work, they built 
the revised and extended conceptual model of the phenomenon, integrating prior knowledge, 
their empirical observations, their interpretation of the collected data and (ideally) drawing meta 
conclusions about the phenomenon and about their new knowledge of the phenomenon.

The conceptual modelling activity was supported by the Boon and Knuuttila method (2009), 
as a cognitive scaffold for the learning and persistent use of conceptual modelling reasoning. 
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The overall learning process was facilitated by tutors (learning assistants), i.e. more advanced 
students who had a formative role during the series of laboratory practicums, and who were 
later involved in this piece of research as assessors.

Methods

How the assessment tool was built

given that the course did not have a systematic assessment procedure in place, we had to 
create one (certainly if we also aimed to compare the attributable effects of changes in imple-
mentation on the students’ learning process and outcomes). The assessment tool was built by 
the teacher and researcher in collaboration, based on the existing ‘intended learning outcomes’ 
(i.e. four ILOs and their breakdown, adapted to the specificities of each laboratory practicum). 
We decided to use a small, even number of categories, and to describe them both in qualitative 
and quantitative terms. next to the conceptual work, we fine-tuned the descriptions using 
randomly selected students’ reports. The resulting assessment tool took the form of rubrics with 
four categories representing levels of performance: ‘outstanding’, ‘meeting the expectations’, ‘not 
meeting the expectations’ and ‘very poor’. each category had a description and an associated 
numeric range of scores.

Some expected limitations for the further use of these rubrics were noticed while building 
it. As part of the validation of the tool we appealed to replication of assessments by two inde-
pendent assessors.

Procedure for data collection

A group of six tutors (also called the ‘assessors’) were trained on how to use the rubrics to 
grade a sample of laboratory journals and reports. They received instructions to assess the 
students’ documents in the light of the rubrics, by giving scores and a qualitative appraisal that 
would justify the scores, while noting their struggles in using the tool and suggestions for its 
further revision.

We collected the completed rubrics for two selected practicums: i.e. the forms containing 
scores and the comments by the assessors, as well as students’ laboratory journals and reports 
that had been annotated by the assessors. Approximately 30% of the reports were assessed 
twice by independent assessors, so to compare the appraisals and investigate the meaning of 
any differences. In total 24 documents were assessed, i.e. laboratory journals and reports for 
the first and second years of implementation of this course, for which we had obtained informed 
consent from the students.

We recorded periodic meetings with the tutors (i.e. exchange of perceptions and perspectives, 
held after each practicum). These data sought to contribute better understanding of the tutors’ 
views, allowing us to come up with a fuller interpretation and contextualisation of the research 
findings. Some assessors also participated in asynchronous member-check conversations in the 
form of guided further reflection.

Analytical steps

We mapped the quantitative data (mainly to make comparisons, yet without any statistical tests 
of significance or power, due to the small scale). next, we proceeded to the thematic analysis 
of comments (in relation to the scores) to account for differences in the assessors’ double 
scoring. We conducted a parallel thematic analysis (unrelated to the scores) to grasp the asses-
sors’ concerns and assumptions.
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While performing the qualitative analysis, we came across several themes which we labelled 
‘assessors’ concerns’. We found that the assessors were recurrently concerned about aspects of 
the reports they were evaluating that were non-obvious part of the rubrics. The comments the 
assessors made while appraising the reasoning of students (mainly in students’ reports, but also 
in recalled conversations) disclosed the assessors’ reasoning. Such findings shifted our attention 
from the students to the assessors, and we dived into the trails of reasoning left by the asses-
sors in their comments when judging the reasoning of the students.

We analysed the additional research data (i.e. transcripts of meetings and in-depth 
member-check consultations) while searching for any support or contradiction to our interpre-
tations. We extracted further elements enabling the contextualisation of our findings (e.g. 
expectations regarding the profile of a scientist/engineer).

Results

This section presents the results of the qualitative analysis. The point is made on the difference 
between literal and latent meanings of the rubrics. We present descriptions for thirteen themes 
that emerged from the analysis of the assessors’ comments (while a collection of quotes illus-
trating the results is available on request). next, we report results from the triangulation and 
extended analyses. Finally, we touch on the reproducibility of assessment in terms of the profile 
of the assessors.

Literal and latent meanings of rubrics

The comments provided by the assessors to justify their grading consist of judgements and 
considerations that were guided by the descriptions of the rubrics in the first place, while 
entailing a personal interpretation. For example, regarding an ILO that states ‘determine relevant 
concepts, formulate and defend your answer to the main scientific question(s)’; here one assessor 
would stay closer to a literal use of ‘defending’, while another one stretches its meaning to 
include exploration and conceptualisation.

Themes: the assessors’ concerns

Expectation
Concern about too high expectations for the students, considering their stage in the programme. 
The description of the rubric leaves room for the assessors’ own judgement on what, e.g. depth, 
thoroughness and/or complexity can be taken as sufficient.

Implicitness
Realisation that students’ reports make (and can make) explicit only a part of the reasoning and 
the knowledge involved. Whenever there is a leap, the assessor needs to judge whether the 
students omitted some piece because they do not know, or because it is infeasible to explicate 
everything. Such judgement is often supported by other sources of information (either passages 
elsewhere in the same report, or external sources such as prior conversations with these students).

Exhaustiveness
Attention to the extent of completeness or coverage in relation to some whole or totality that 
may be obvious (e.g. answering all listed questions) or non-obvious (i.e. a ‘full’ explanation, the 
‘complete’ phenomenon, ‘all’ prior knowledge, ‘everything’).
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Connectivity
Concern about links (a) between the object of inquiry to prior knowledge, (b) between empirical 
observations and emergent research questions and (c) between main research question and 
sub-questions. The first, and most prominent, category mainly focuses on concepts addressed 
during previous laboratory practices and/or during lectures. The second category refers to 
explorative questions triggered by puzzling observations (in the realm of inquiry-based learn-
ing), but also predictions and hypotheses generated by observations and growing theoretical 
insights. The third category concerns a methodological issue of operationalisation. In all cases, 
the kind of link remains entirely unspecified by the rubric and by the assessor; we take these 
links to be inferential connections (e.g. what something follows from, what follows from some-
thing, what co-occurs, what are necessary/sufficient/contributing conditions for something 
to occur).

Vagueness
Concern about lack of precision, lack of depth or excessive implicitness (partly overlapping with 
a previously presented theme).

Labelling concepts and phenomena
Importance given to identification and correct labelling of known concepts and phenomena in 
electrochemistry, thermodynamics and chemical equilibrium. The attribution of a known term 
to an observed phenomenon is taken as an indicator of understanding and mastery of concepts. 
Most often, the assessors seem to conceive the naming or labelling of a concept as a crucial 
first step that needs to be followed by further connections (e.g. to other concepts). In a few 
cases the assessors fall into the trap of accepting the mere mention of a concept (i.e. the 
concept as bare verbal representation) as an indicator of comprehension.

Use of mathematical models
Attention to whether and how mathematical models are used to describe the electrochemical 
phenomenon. Concern about the connections of mathematical models to the phenomena under 
study, the interpretation of graphs and other results and the rationale for the selection of a 
particular model.

Research questions emerging from observations
Much attention to formulating a main scientific question that emerges from empirical obser-
vations of a natural phenomenon (that the students need to identify explicitly). The observations 
are expected to generate (research) questions that can further guide and promote the students’ 
inquiry and learning. The students are expected to provide justifiable answers to these ques-
tions (after operationalisation). Such kind of observation-triggered research questions are taken 
to be crucial for enabling students to explore and to conceptualise. Other assessors’ comments 
raise doubts about the need for explicit research questions, as long as a research goal is 
pursued.

True inquiry
Perspective (informed by the ILOs) that true scientific inquiry needs to start in some empirical 
observation(s), generate a main research question and use empirical findings to provide answers 
that include and surpass theoretical accounts. Concern about insufficient connections between 
the theoretical and the empirical, and about omission of one of them.
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Relevance
Concern about students’ uncritical selection of what to pay attention to, what to include (e.g. 
in their lists of observations and questions, mathematical models and story-like explanations) 
and what to weed-out.

Imagination and dealing with unknowns
Sensitivity to students’ imagination and strategies to deal with unknowns (either due to unex-
pected empirical results or to affordances of the learning environment). The assessors acknowl-
edged students’ efforts to provide explanations, describe errors and suggest recommendations, 
and reformulate their research question.

Meaning
Concern about students’ dealing with concepts, empirical data and results of calculations in a 
meaningful way. In the case of the meaning of concepts, the assessors attend to how concepts 
are used (e.g. described, explained, connected, illustrated) beyond mere mentioning. When it 
comes to the meaning of empirical data and results of calculations, often explanations and 
interpretations are expected from the students to evidence understanding.

Operationalisation
Informed by one of the course ILOs [‘Identify sub-question(s) to provide an answer to the main 
scientific question(s)’], the assessors became sensitive to sub-questions, and to how well they 
‘cover’ the main question. In methods terms, this is a step towards the operationalisation of the 
central question. Concurrently, some assessors raised doubts about sub-questions as a must, i.e. 
the students could skip the step of answering sub-questions as a means to synthesise/aggregate/
induce the answer to the main question. Often, it remained unclear whether some students had 
actually skipped the step of sub-question answering, or had resorted to sub-questions implicitly.

Triangulation and extension

Both in the member-check and meetings with tutors, we found additional support for most themes, 
while we did not find any contradicting evidence suggesting misinterpretation. The meetings 
provided insights and raised questions about relevant topics, such as sequencing of learning 
activities, support to students (its extent, kind and timing) and ‘exploration versus hypothesis-testing’.

In the member check, we found further depth in terms of specification, clarification and 
explanation. For example, why it is important to label phenomena (i.e. to avoid confusion 
between the phenomenon concerned and a measurable variable representing only one aspect 
of the phenomenon), and that the omission of such labelling relates to a poor understanding 
or lack of depth. The assessors also had difficulties in labelling phenomena, and were incon-
sistent in their distinction between a phenomenon and a ‘parameter’. Hypotheses were valued 
for their (inferential) connecting power between ‘the phenomenon’ and ‘the actual result’ (prob-
ably referring to the empirical observations). Although explorative and hypothesis-testing research 
questions were considered useful/instructive in different ways, a hypothesis-containing question 
(based on the empirical observations) was preferred for enabling students to show their ability 
to design an experiment that is appropriate for testing.

The profile of the assessors

From a comparison of the replicated assessments, it appeared that some assessors are more 
rigorous while remaining nuanced, others tend to give overall quite the same scores regardless 
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of the ILO, and yet others are ready to give extreme scores to particular ILOs within the same 
assessment. The preferences of the assessors may explain part of the variability in grades.

The meaning and value attributed to the rubrics’ qualitative categories varied from one 
assessor to the other. Often quite different scores were given to the same item, while the jus-
tification read nearly the same. Assessors appeared to have implicit (personal) criteria in mind, 
e.g. being more lenient in the grading to acknowledge effort or difficult circumstances of a 
student or a group. exceptionally, reflective assessors seemed able to make (some of ) these 
criteria explicit.

Discussion

We started this article by proposing that we need to capture the epistemological concerns of 
instructors and assessors in assessment procedures that are used with a formative purpose in 
science and engineering education. In aiming to understand and capitalise on the assessors’ 
reasoning, we raised the question of what this tells us about the ways in which formative 
assessment is conducted. Such inquiry implies a further aim to advance how a formative assess-
ment approach, that attends to epistemological assumptions and beliefs, could ideally be.

What the assessors’ reasoning tells

Our findings revealed that the assessors’ reasoning was informed by the rubrics used as an 
assessment tool, as much as by their epistemological assumptions and beliefs about the nature 
of science. Thirteen themes emerged from the qualitative analysis of the assessors’ comments; 
i.e. recurrent concerns that either went beyond the criteria described by the rubrics, or added 
further specificity.

Some of these themes related not only to concerns about the students and their deep 
learning of disciplinary content (Marton and Säljö 1997) but, probably even more, to concerns 
about students showing any deep learning. The assessors expected more explication, explicit 
(inferential) connections between concepts within/across topics, explicit (inferential) connections 
between empirical observations and theoretical knowledge, meaningful use of concepts (as well 
as empirical data, and results of calculations), exhaustiveness or coverage in relation to some 
(non-obvious) whole or totality, precision rather than vagueness and the appropriate labelling 
of concepts and phenomena. Other themes reflect the assessors’ concerns about the students’ 
scientific reasoning and epistemic cognition (Barger et  al. 2016). We found recurrent consider-
ations about relevance and students’ (un)critical selection of what to pay attention to, imagination 
and strategies to deal with unexpected empirical results or any limitations, and what qualifies 
as true inquiry. The latter concern is the one that most prominently reveals the assessors’ epis-
temological assumptions and beliefs (Hofer and Pintrich 2012), as well as their beliefs about 
the nature of science (McComas 2002).

The finding that the assessors (i.e. the tutors) also have some difficulties in labelling the 
natural phenomena under study points to a recurrent confusion (Orozco, Boon, and Susarrey 
Arce 2022a) of phenomena with methods, techniques and even materials that persists among 
students and instructors. This is an issue of classification that is worth attending to and that 
resonates with the conceptual modelling approach to promoting conducive ways of scientific 
thinking (Boon and Knuuttila 2009; Knuuttila and Boon 2011). The assessors’ attempts to separate 
‘the phenomenon’ from ‘the actual result’ suggest an issue of reification of the empirical obser-
vations as if they were ‘facts’ that are free from interpretation, and independent of the empirical 
methods used.

despite our claims about the assessors’ recurrent confusions, difficulties in classifying or 
inadvertent reification, their accounts witness sophisticated epistemological concerns on some 
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occasions. They raise informed questions about the benefits and drawbacks of explorative versus 
hypothesis-testing research questions. While single hypotheses are valued for their connecting 
power (e.g. inferential connection between two concepts), and for enabling students to show 
their skill to design an appropriate experiment, hypotheses are also seen as limiting the students’ 
sensibility to observe (in a more open and less biased way). However, in their (unspoken) pref-
erence for hypotheses, the deeper concern seems to be that assessors wish to understand what 
originates the students’ question (and, while this is traceable in the observations-based 
hypothesis-containing question, this cannot be readily inferred from the open explorative ques-
tion). We strongly suggest that this can be solved by requesting the students to formulate 
scenario-questions. Scenario-questions (or what-if-questions) are appropriate because they reveal 
genuine curiosity, as explorative questions also do, and they retain the benefits of 
hypothesis-testing (Zimmerman 2000) while enabling multiple ‘rival hypotheses’ or alternative 
explanations.

The assessors exhibited genuine interest for topics, such as: sequencing of learning activities; 
the extent, kind and timing of support (where rubrics-based formative assessment can play a 
role); and ‘exploration versus hypothesis-testing’. These are not isolated topics; rather, they are 
connected by the more fundamental concern about how students reason and what the most 
appropriate way of reasoning is (e.g. any inductive, deductive, abductive or some kind of com-
bination thereof ).

In studying the discrepancies in scoring, we compared the comments made by assessors 
during replicated appraisal of the same documents. We found clear differences in focus and 
epistemic values (e.g. praising quality of connections between concepts above quantity of 
isolated concepts), approaches to scoring and its justification (e.g. analytical versus holistic, and 
literal versus interpretative), positionings (e.g. radical versus nuanced) and sensitivity (e.g. dis-
tinguishing added value from mere repetition or not, and noticing implicitness or not). There 
was quite a mismatch between scores and comments, which can be explained in terms of 
personal, idiosyncratic epistemic values and preferences in scoring (i.e. tendency to choose mid 
or extreme categories). neither the assessors’ personal preferences nor their personal implicit 
criteria may be significantly corrected by additional training on how to use this, or any other, 
assessment tool, or by increasing the internal validity of the tool. The latter solution would 
require ‘sharp’ descriptions of the rubrics, while we have argued that ever finer-grained expli-
cation of performance is an illusion and would be counterproductive.

Attending to epistemological concerns in formative assessment

We suggest that this work has implications for further developments of formative assessment. 
In line with existing knowledge and the call to shift from a transparency to an invitation met-
aphor (Bearman and Ajjawi 2021), we advocate for a conceptualisation of assessment criteria 
that, next to the teachers’ and the students’ expectations, embraces the tutors’ concerns about 
deep learning, scientific reasoning and the nature of science. This entails a co-design activity 
of teachers with both tutors and the students, welcoming ‘multiple enactments’ of the rubrics, 
and allowing ‘sophisticated ways of knowing’. For example, rather than assessing students on 
the exhaustiveness of an explanation, to appraise the skills used in the process of building such 
explanation. Or, rather than assessing the precision of a hypothesis, to value the explorative 
questions and how they generate unexpected knowledge.

Limitations and further (action) research

The rubrics built in the context of the present work had the immediate purpose of assisting 
our educational research, and the further purpose of serving as a mainly formative assessment 
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tool (albeit subject to revisions) in subsequent implementations of the electrochemistry course. 
Particularly for the latter purpose, the use of the rubrics by a single assessor appraising a stu-
dent’s output carries the risk of yielding a too partial account of the student’s growing reasoning 
skill. Indeed, if the aim is to appraise a student’s scientific reasoning (in connection to electro-
chemical concepts) and provide them with quality feedback, their reasoning has to be observed 
where it happens (i.e. on multiple occasions using multiple sources), and by the instructor/
assessor who has access to the process and/or output of such student reasoning (i.e. multiple 
observers using multiple sources). Conducting a multiple-assessor and multiple-source formative 
assessment is a demanding activity, and practitioners need to consider its feasibility in their 
particular contexts.

Further (action) research, as well as further revisions of the formative assessment procedure 
for actual implementation, need to investigate the use of the rubrics by multiple assessors who 
have exclusive/preferential access to multiple instances of the reasoning activity and the prod-
ucts of reasoning. This means not only the teacher assessing students’ reports but also, e.g. 
tutors assessing students’ exchanges during follow-up meetings, and laboratory assistants assess-
ing students’ activity in the laboratory. Finally, as an extension of the question of who is best 
placed and entitled to contribute to a more ‘ecological learning’ (damsa and Jornet 2017) and 
‘ecological assessment’, we suggest investigating how to introduce self-assessment and 
peer-assessment using the same rubrics. That is, to take into account past research on the topic 
of formative assessment, and further explore under which conditions it is beneficial to engage 
students as their own formative assessors, next to the more usual assessors.

Conclusion

This work has exposed a need to incorporate the epistemological concerns of instructors (and 
of everyone who is involved in the formative assessment of students) in the design and use of 
assessment tools that are intended to support students’ learning. Considering the assessors’ 
reasoning (deeply informed by epistemological assumptions, including beliefs about the nature 
of science) is to embrace the complexity and the challenges posed by any assessment and, in 
particular, by the formative assessment of students’ simultaneous progress in scientific reasoning 
and in mastery of disciplinary knowledge in science and engineering education. Addressing the 
problem raised by this work matters. For example, it can be expected that the feedback students 
get will be more useful if the assessment procedure and criteria account for relevant episte-
mological concerns and, therefore, there is greater alignment to the learning objectives. This is 
certainly key in a learning environment seeking to promote students’ conducive ways of scientific 
thinking. This means that we should strive to reason (about science and engineering) in the 
same way during assessment, as we expect students to reason during their electrochemistry 
course and beyond (rather than falling into ‘myths of science’). The main implication for devel-
opments in formative assessment resides in a call for reconceptualisation of assessment criteria, 
meaning that such criteria are enacted, rather than represented, as the result of a co-design 
activity.

Some implications for educational practice in the area of science and engineering, and more 
generally, include recommendations for (re)design and implementation of (rubrics-based) for-
mative assessment. A first suggestion is that educators exploit the power of rubrics for ‘true 
formative assessment’, rather than limiting them to a mere research tool or any other instru-
mental use. This can be realised by assisting students in becoming aware of their own episte-
mological assumptions, next to more commonly known interventions (such as providing timely 
and qualitative feedback, supporting the development of metacognitive skills, and promoting 
self-regulative learning). A further recommendation is to consider existing knowledge on the 
use of rubrics to be ahead of their potential drawbacks (e.g. falling into the ‘criteria compliancy’ 
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trap), along with the idea to include multiple assessors and sources so that students’ reasoning 
can be appraised where it happens.

Finally, we advocate that this work makes a novel contribution to educational research, in 
particular to ongoing discussions on the formative use of rubrics, by turning the representation 
and granularity issues into an opportunity to move towards more ecological and transformative 
ways of assessment of learning and for learning.
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